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Fivecoat Trains
In Zoology
Madison Student Receives
Honorary Appointment to
Research in Maryland
One of the 24 undergraduates
among 64 students, Doris Fivecoat
has been admitted to work this summer at the Chesapeake Biological
Laboratory at Solomon's Island,
Maryland. Fivecoat was accepted to
study invertebrate zoology in the research laboratory on the Island from
June 30 to August 11 on the basis of
her science grades and recommendations from the faculty of the Biology
Department.
The laboratory is a cooperative affair run by the University of Maryland, Goucher College, Johns Hopkins
University, and Carnegie Institute.
Fivecoat is registered as a summer
student of the University of Maryland.
There are eight students in each of
the eight courses, only three of which
are for undergraduates. The students
work In classes five days a week and,
on the sixth day. gather first-hand
specimens for study.
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Parents, College Literature
Advisors, Home Economics,
Friends Among Causes

Evelyn Vaughan, Lynchburg, who
will lead the seniors I* their sheepskin parade..

Kappa Delta Pi
Gives Honor
Scholarship
Society Offers Award to
High Average Sophomore
Inaugurating a new idea on campus, Kappa Delta Pi is offering annually $50 to the sophomore having
the highest scholastic average at the
end of the fifth quarter.
The Executive Committee and adviser will choose from among the ten
students with highest scholastic index at the end of the fifth quarter,
two names, a winner and an alternate. The alternate will not be announced unless the winner is unable
to return the next year. These names
are chosen with the following factors
taken into consideration: scholarship,
extra-curricular activities, and financial aid.

One hundred and nine students out
of 400 come to Madison College because their parents want them to; according to the results of a survey
conducted and tabulated by Dr. W. J.
Gifford, Dean. A state-wide questionnaire, compiled by Mr. Luther F. Addington, Principal of the Wise High
School, was distributed here among
two groups, each composed of 200
students, who were asked to check
one or two of the ten listed reasons
for coming to this college or to add
other reasons.
Taking second place, 100 students
said that they came here because of
literature which they read about the
college in the catalogue, yearbook,
pamphlet, or other bulletins. The
DR. FRANCIS P. GAINES «>
President of Washington and Lee
next highest number, 49 said that
they came because high school teach- University, who will deliver the Comers or principals had thought this mencement address at the exercises
college would best serve, their needs. on June 6th.
Another group of 46 said that they
came because of friends who study
here.
Capturing fourth place in the entire list of added reasons, the home
economics course was the cause given
by 47 (almost one-fifth). Proving
Three Dates Play Major
(Continued on Page 6)
Roles in Production

J une Play Offers
Unusual Drama

Correction
The Breeze wishes to correct an
error made in last week's issue concerning the business manager of the
1937-38 annual. It was stated that
Jane Logan held that position. This
was purely a thoughtless mistake on
the part of the reporter, since the
position has been ably filled during
the year by Jennie Spratley. The
Breeze apologizes.

Cadets, Middies, Astronomers Doff Uniforms
For Caps, Gowns, and Tears Of Seniors
By SU8AN QUINN
To the words of "On Freshmen—
Down the Field," the red and white
cadet corps marched out an intricate
drill and figure in the gym. It was
their first class day! Genevieve Stone,
the lovely Yankee class president, led
the figure. The cadets wore red capes
and white ducks, while their girl
partners had on red or white evening
dresses. There was not a member of
the class who was not in the figure
and drill. The affair was the greatest
demonstration that this campus has
ever known. The class of '38 had
done wonders in transforming Harrison Hall into the Harrisonburg Military Academy. These things compose what every Senior remembers of
her first class day at H. S. T. C.
Supercillious Sophs
1936 found the class incognito as
midshipmen from the Naval Acad\
emy. To the tune of "Anchors
A weigh!" the youthful seamen appeared on parade in green and white
outfits. That night the figure was .led
by Ila Arrington, who filled the unexpired term of "Punk" Cannon.
With regret some of them knew it to
be their last class day; with joy,
some of them knew it to be the halfway mark of the voyage. So far it
had been a pleasant journey.
Jolly Juniors
True sailors determine their course
by the stars. So, 1937 saw the junior
class turning out with telescopes, and
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Why Come To Dr. Duke Confers Degrees
Madison Topic On Gradautes June 6
Of Research
Speaker

Course Features Reading
Clinic, Music Conference
and Special Lectures
With the largest program of special summer features scheduled since
the opening of the school, the Summer Quarter of work, the first to be
held officially under the name of
Madison, will open June 13. The first
term will continue through July 22,
and the second term lasts from July
23 to August 26.
Besides the regular program of
courses leading to the A.B. and B.S.
degrees for both men and women the
school will feature an entertainment
course and a series of special lectures. Included in the summer curricula will be instruction in commercial subjects, speech education, dramatics, and play production, elementary teaching and supervision for
Juniors and Seniors, and an enlarged
program of Home Economics.
Beading Clinic
A highlight of the Summer Quarter, a reading institute designed to
discover and correct faculties in the
reading of adults and children, will
be held for the first time at the college during the week of June 20.
With the recently purchased Telebinocular, Opthalm-O-Graph, and Metron-O-Scope, in use under the faculty committee consisting of Dr.
Rachel Weems, college physician, Dr.
M. A. Pittman, professor of physics,
and Miss Katherine M. Anthony, director of training school and trained
experts, R. C. Day of the Keystone
View Company and R. D. Lanier of
the American Optical Company, the
college will inaugurate its first attempt to establish a reading service
where students, visitors, and children
may consult experts regarding their
own problems.
Back of the establishment of the
reading clinic are facts presented by
Miss Anthony, who points out that
between 8 per cent and 25 per cent
of the total school population has
never learned to read properly, and
that 50 per cent of the adult populace Continued on Page Five)

GOOD LUCK,
SENIORS

with "Ah, but a man's reach should
exceed his grasp, Or what's a heaven
for?" as their motto. These astronomers made Harrison Observatory
their headquarters, and here they
hung their stars as the symbols of
highest attainment.
s
.Staid, Solemn (?) Seniors
Thus was the trodden path of the
class of '38, and it led them to the
academic costumes in a day of purple and gold. As Seniors, they realized what the fighting spirit, the
courage and fortitude of seamen, the
careful charting of their course, and
high ideals, had meant to the most
glorious of experiences—college life.
They possess a storehouse of mem
ories—happy moments, hours of
tears, sunsets, classrooms, letters in
the mailbox, noise in the dining
room, study hours, professors, sundry activities, oh, all the things that
one remembers at the end of the
day. They recall friendships, fellowship, and worship. And then a "feeling" welled up within them—an unexplainable rushing of tears, a choking in the throat—note of sadness,
but of fullness; and through the
strains of "As Shines the Light Divine—" there came a respect for
their Alma Mater, an admiration of
achievement, a love for friends, and
worship of all that's good and noble
and true.
It's all very complex, but then it's
the story of the class of '38.

Aided by the other members of the
student body, the senior and graduating sophomore classes tomorrow
night will present "Everywoman," a
modern morality play by Dr. Argus
Tresldder, at 8 o'clock in Wilson auditorium.
Do you remember the story of the
three Fates? Or perhaps you know
of them as the Noras, as the Teutons
called them, or the Parsae, as the
Greeks knew of them. Don't these
names chime out with familiar overtones: Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos?
1

Rev. W. L. Carson to Deliver
Baccalaureate Sermon and
Speak at Y. W. Services
With the awarding of 149 B.S. degrees, 6 B.A. degrees, 77 Professional Diplomas and 5 Pre-Nursing Certificates, the twenty-ninth commencement exercises will be held in Wilson
auditorium at 10:00, Monday morning, June 6th. Dr. Francis P. Gaines,
president of Washington and Lee
University, will deliver the comJ
mencement address. His topic is
"Madison, the Prophet." Following
the address, Dr. S. P. Duke will confer the degrees and present the certificates.
Seniority Service Sunday
Baccalaureate Services will be held
in Wilson Hall auditorium at eleven
o'clock Sunday, June 5. Rev. W. L.
Carson, D.D., minister of the First
Presbyterian Church of Richmond,
will give the sermon. He will also
speak at the Y. W. C. A. services held
at 8 o'clock Sunday evening. Immediately afterwards the seniority
candlelight services will take place.
Led by Dr. Samuel P. Duke and Professor R. C. Dingledine, the Seniors,
clad in caps and gowns and carrying
torches, and the Juniors, dressed in
white, will march out in the quadrangle. There the Juniors will receive their cap and gowns from the
graduating class. After the ceremony
the procession will march back to the
steps of Wilson Hall, and sing the
Alma Mater.
Class Day Saturday
On Saturday, class day exercises
will be held at 11:00 a. m. in Wilson
auditorium and a movie will be
shown in the afternoon. At 4:30 an
informal reception to the Alumna?
and guests will be given by the faculty in Alumna? Hall. The commencement play, "Every Woman," written
and directed by Dr. Argus Tresldder,
will be presented at 8:00 p. m. There
will be an admission charge. Friday,
a reception to the Graduation Class is
to be held at Hillcrest at 7:00 p. m.
followed by a recital by the Department of Music in Wilson Auditorium.
The Senior dance, sponsored by the
Cotillion Club, will take place at
10:00 p. m., in Reed Gymnasium.

When the light comes up on a dark
stage, it will pick out of the void
three women spinning—spinning
carefully the thread of a woman's
life. Clotho begins the threads of
life, Lachesis determines its length,
and Atropos cuts its off. They are
fashioning the life of Alice, a xiaptivatiflg child who might be' any woman's little girl.
"Mommy, what's life?" she asks.
And her own clear thread flows untangled from the distaff of the Fates
throughout her girlhood and on to
Prof. T. T. Rinehart Donates
her college days, where the first
Books to College Through
snarls appear. Then she becomes a
Neice, Miss Nellie Walker
teacher, finding in families she visits
About 40 books have been donated
sordid misery, indifferent ignorance.
to
the library by Professor T. T.
It grazes her slightly, disappearing
Rinehart,
through his niece, Miss
almost as her own wedding-day apNellie L. Walker, supervisor in the
proaches.
Training School.
Professor Rinehart, who was Professor of Music at Adrian College,
Adrian, Michigan, left part of his library to the college, where he taught.
Ginger Linkous and Jean Van- The remaining books were left to his
Landingham were chosen as college nieces and nephews to be distributed
basketball and hookey sports leaders, where they "would be needed and aprespectively, at the regular student preciated." Miss Walker felt that the
body meeting held recently. Van- books should be placed in this library
Landingham, who served as hockey because her uncle, although born in
sports leader last year, is a member Maryland, had always loved Virginia.
As Professor Rinehart was esof the varsity squad, and was chosen
center half-back for all state team pecially interested in English literaC at the Virginia Field Hockey As- ture and poetry, it is not surprising
sociation Tournament held here last that more than one-third of the books
given to the library are volumes of
fall.
Linkous, who was baseball sports poetry.
The books are being catalogued
leader this season, has been a m»m:
ber of the varsity basketball sextet and will be placed in the library at
an early date,
for the last two years.

Library Obtains
Forty Books

College Elects Heads
For Fall Sports
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So Long, Seniors
This is a high-geared age, you know, and sentimentality just doesn't rate. Tears used to be the
vogue on every occasion, but they went out with the
horse and buggy era. That's why we won't indulge in,
any sob stuff when you graduate.
You know how it is—girls of 1938 don't go in for
the Elsie Dinsmore attitude. We crave speed, bright
lights and a high time. Things that would have put
our grandmothers under don't even phase us—we're
hard.
The days of weeping copiously at the thought of
parting and going into hysterics over "Auld Lang
Syne" are gone forever. We don't like the idea of
never seeing some of you again, but we can take it.
That's the way we have to be these days—hard and
bright so we Can shine. We've got walls around us,
ten feet thick and we don't want them broken down;
it's a lot more pleasant to stay inside and know what's
going on than to step outside and feel. You understand because you're that way, too.
It would be a serious violation of our code if we
broke down and told you how strange it will seem
next year without you—how empty your old haunts
will be after you're gone. The tearoom will look
sorta queer without some of your crowd parked there,
and we'll miss your marching down the aisle in
Wednesday chapel.
Senior Hall will be mighty lonely when all your
things are gone, and the classroom chairs you occupied will look awfully bare. The whole campus will
always be waiting for you to return, jifst as it's
waited for all the old grads who've left it for the last
time. It just won't seem right not having you around
because—well, we think you're tops and we'll miss
you terribly.
By JULIA ANN FLOHR
But we can't tell you how we feel about your
The most serious and alarming
leaving because we're hardboiled. This is 1938 and
world crisis of the last five or six
sentimental stuff is about as popular as bustles.
years have developed from aggressive
(That's what we try to believe, but when you go
moves by the three militaristic Fas"on your way rejoicing," just know that we're feelcist nations—Japan, Italy, and Gering strangely lonesome and that we won't forget.)
many. While these nations are re—
o
sponsible for making the initial
moves, the democracies, by their attitude of "do-nothing" and "straddleSince this is the end of the year, we think it's
the-fence," have contributed to the
a good time to bring up something that has been
delicacy of the situations that have
bothering us all year. In fact, it's been bothering
arisen.
us for sixteen years. For all of our school life, we've
First, let us consider Japan's role
been trying to figure out why teachers teach as
in the crises arising from snarled
teachers teach.
Last year, if you'll remember, President Duke Sino-Japanese relations. In 1931, the
stimulated our thinking on the subject with a search- chitjf of staff of the Japanese forces
ing article in the Virginia Teacher on good teaching. which were guarding certain JapanSince that time we've been further stimulated by a ese owned railway property in Manlittle personal experience in teaching—we refer to churia, exceeded orders and created
the training school. We're still wondering, and I an incident—an incident lights the
fuse of every war. A, year later, Japguess we'll never know.
an,
claiming to have conquered the
These are the things we're wondering: the big
whole
of Manchuria, renamed it Manthings and the little things. The little things first.
chukuo
and set up a Japanese domWhy do professors condemn the system of examiinated
government.
In the meantime
nations and yet give exams that are nightmares?
Why are some professors invariably just nine min- the Japanese had waged a six months
utes late? Why are some professors always on the battle at Shanghai, which ended with
spot when you arrive? (It's the always we object their inglorious withdrawal. Any disto.) We do not understand why an unvarying con- turbance at Shanghai with its extencomitant of the statement, "I am open-minded" sive foreign commercial interests is
should be a narrow-mindedness sufficiently notable certain to produce international implications. The presence of nationals,
to be axiomatic.
There are many more. They form an unfailing together with troops and battleships
topic of conversation and the nucleus of many a bull- to protect them and their interests,
session. It often happens, and this is sad but very gives ample opportunity for the oc"true,.that the personal foibles of a professor will currence of an incident which would
completely overbalance a preponderance of good Are the powder magazine.
Russian Hostility Courted
teaching. We are sure that if teachers realized that
The
following year, 1933, Japan
they were so carefully and completely noted in the
superficial minds of their students they would give bit off North China to the Great Wall,
us more satisfactory notes to take. A lecture pitch- and even found it necessary to send
ed in amonotone may hold pearls of wisdom, but they troops south of the Wall—the bandits needed suppressing. Next Chafall before swine because they are so well disguised.
We've saved the worst till last—the big things har and Hopei were invaded and inthat bother us. In what school of teaching, we won- corporated as another puppet state.
der, did college professors learn to plan their courses This was imperative because the
so that four-fifths of the work comes in the last proximity of these Chinese provinces
fourth of the quarter? Why should a routine be so had disturbed the peace of Manchuinflexible that the word can be passed around: "He kuo. Then came the penetration into
never gives a pop quiz!" "Don't bother to listen in Inner Mongolia—a move which
her classes; she always spots exam questions the last courted Russian hostility and threatweek." "Oh, don't study; he asks thought ques- ened to bring on a world conflict betions." "Why don't you skip that class; she never tween communism and fascism. And,
calls the roll." We don't think there should be of course, these ever-larger bites of
classes where notes are a superfluity because you can China were Interspersed with pacts
learn just as well from the notes from last year's and armistices, insuring peace forever, and sanctimonious declarations
classes.
from Japan that she never had the
(Continued in column four)
slightest Intention of going any farther.
.._ ~ Member Virginia Intercollegiate Press Association
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dent at Peiping last July the conflict
came to open warfare, though nodeclaration of war was made—that is
not done any more. If a nation declares war, another might accuse It
of breaking treaties and pacts; so no
nation declares war and the precious

heirlooms remain unbroken. In August Shanghai, with all the same old
fuses waiting to be set off, was attacked by the Japanese, who took the
city in November. Nanking, the capital, fell in December after a twomonths' seige. Then the Japanese
launched the Hankow drive which is
now on the verge of success.
The most serious implications with
the United States arose from thfc
bombing of the Panay last December. However, Japan's abject apologies and willingness to atone for the
accident smoothed our ruffled feelings.
On the other hand, the democracies of the Western world have a
share of the responsibility to bear.
While they were engaged in their
own life-and-death struggle in the
World War, Japan tightened her grip
on China—Japan has always been
careful to stage each new act of her
pan-Asian pageant at a time when
the Western nations were preoccupied with their own . affairs. China
tried to get help at the Peace Conference, hut the democracies were too
busy grabbing what they could of the
spoils to aid her.
Japan Closes Open Door
Later some of them awoke to her
plight and tried to rescue her by
means of the Nine Power Pact, which
was to guarantee the "open door"
policy in China. This was a noble
idea, but the feeble efforts of its signatories to halt Japan have been so
Ineffective that the poor thing, like
many fine treaties and pacts of the
last ten years, has died a miserable
death. Japan, who acknowledged the
"open door" but said it existed for
Westerners to get out by, has discovered that she can flout the world
with Impunity.
The Occidental nations have also
given Japan her defense. They have
refused to give up their territorial
expansions on Chinese soil and to
withdraw their troops and gunboats
—all on the ground that the Chinese
government is unsettled. And when
we enunciated the principle that disorder in a weak country justifies a
strong one in invading it, we laid the
foundation of Japan's defense.
Might Has Become Right
The greatest danger at present lies
In the discovery by Japan and the
other Fascist nations that they can
get away with anything—might has
become right. The democracies, instead of taking any positive measures
to halt the aggressors, come crawling
to them for worthless promises that
they will be good boys and will stop
bullying their little brothers.

By BARBARA FORD
Defying all laws of gravity Millie has the blue
lilies on her new copper dress growing upside down.
Maybe its' because they, too, like the looks of the
two^toned dress oxfords she wears to match the
frock.
Millie believes that the popularity of sports angora will carry over into the summer so she is seeing to it that her season's wardrobe contains at least
one fuzzy sweater, White Preferred. P. S. Did
you know they're being used for formal evening
wear too?
Millie chooses to keep cool in non-crush linen
when these warmer days (and. exams) are making
her class-mates squirm. And she'll take cork buttons and hemp belts both on hers.
Why not combine flat crepe and chiffon in a
3-piece dress? Millie sees no reason not to so long
as both materials carry out the same pattern in their
prints; in fact—she'd like to have one herself!
Here's just the dress Millie advocates for a night
of bridge: black embroidered marquisette, trailing
pink posies down the front of the redingote, and'
boasting a pink pique bow at the neck of its taffeta
sjip. And it's one material that is really flattering
tq extremely puffed sleeves; Millie's are piquebanded !
"If in doubt, go Gibson-girl," says Millie Madison, "especially if you can 'go in tan blouse and
black skirt-of crepe. Be sure, though, that your
waist-line is plenty high, your sleeves extremely
full, and your buttons conspicuously hidden by a
flap that swings open all the time.
Goin' to the dance? Millie sez that the final
word in hair-jobs comes piled high on top the head
—with a bow to back it up (and a prayer that it
holds when you shag!) "But if you do it up please
—please be sure your.sunburn doesn't end where
your page-boy begins qn week-days," adds Millie.
When Millie's 'canines' give her trouble she gives
'em a rest in Mexican rug sandals of blue, green,
yellow, purple, red, etc. They tie across the instep
with ribbon bows of red and make her tootsies feel
'snug as a bug in a Mexico rug' with breathing
space at the very tip-toe.
The ads won the space-race this week so Millie
bids you a fond farewell until fall—and goodbye
and good-luck to the Seniors!

Say Goodby
Dear Senioritas:
"Mike" could have given me some simple assignment like explaining the life history of the Pelmolopydra Aligactes Eggs, but no—she picked on
me to write a farewell note to you "fleeing elements."
I am in no way qualified to give you any pearls of
wisdom or bid you god-speed, but I will attempt to
do my humble best.
I recall about this time last year, fond high
school teachers were giving us advice about "going
out and grabbing the bull by the horns." I don't
recommend to you such ruthless tactics. You might
try "shooting the bull." Haven't you done that all
through college?
Unfortunately life isn't all just "shootin' the
bull," although it does help a lot. You will find that
out in the cold, wide world, everything that you have
learned in school is only a small nucleus about
which you can form all the rest of the knowledge
which you will acquire. Living is learning; you will
learn from now on; not from books and teachers,
but from daily experiences and association.
"Learn as if to live forever
Live as if to die tomorrow."
Sincerely,
KITTY HAY

To Whom It May Concern
The Breeze heartily endorses the sentiment of the
student body that senior exams should be over with
the first two days of examination. And we'd like
to ask a question: why have classes on Monday
morning? And start exams Monday afternoon?
What good will those Monday morning classes do
anybody ?

EDITORIALS
Well, why go on? First thing we know, some
professor will read this and think it's meant for
him or her and fail the whole senior class on principle. But it seems to us that the longer a teacher
teaches the more he (or she) complains about his
(or her) pupils. "They're lazy," they say, "they
don't plan their work; they procrastinate; they don't
seem to realize what a privilege it is to come to
college." In our official capacity as objectors, we
object. Teachers aren't perfect. But our questioning won't do anyone any good, except that it relieves
<mr minds. Why don't our professors question
themselves?
'
—THE SENIOR CLASS
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Madison Graduates of '38 Crash News
Going, Going, Gone!

Associated Press Flashes
Dazzle Ye Alumnae Editor
With Scandals and Stuff

Breeze Gets Four-Year-Old
Scoop As Our Gals of 1938
Become Hot News of 1950

(EDITOR'S NOTE:—Along with everything else in this year of 1950, the
scruples of THE BREEZE have, decreased
and the spirit of a scoop a week which
prevailed in 1938 is lost forever. Our
Alumna' editor, scummy thing, has finally showed up with her page of copy.
She did all the clipping, pasting, editing,
and arranging alone. The job took four
years in preparation. We were considering Marguerite Holder to replace the
spring-fevered reporter, but, in the nick
of time, of course, we got what we
wanted and what we hope you'll like it.)
Santa Barbara, Calif.—At last the
United States has its own Mrs.
Dlonne!
Mrs. Elizabeth Strange Bailey today gave birth to five pink and
squealing sons in St. Mary's Hospital.
The attending physician, Dr. Florence
Pond, was so flabbergasted that she
went truckin' out the building with
the speed of an 1890 fire engine. She
met Mr. Bailey, on the way out and
he started running, too. Police are
still combing the Rockies to arrest
him on charges of desertion.
Mrs. Bailey, proud and happy,
beamed on her five darlings late this
afternoon, as she announced that if
the government does not take the
children off her hands, she will hire
Miss Minnie Stone for nursemaid.

Harrisonburg, Va.—Announcement
was made today of a change in ownership of Friddle's Restaurant, once
one of the city's worst joints. The
new owner is Marie Harris Koontz,
of Elkton, a blooming club woman
and former president of the W. P.
P. P. League.
A picture on the opposite page
shows Mrs. Koontz, wearing gardenias, as she "took the helm to
navigate the place out of the sloppy
sea of destruction." Shown with her
are her legal adviser, Miss Margaret
Smiley, of Miami and Roanoke, and
two of the new waitresses, Betty
Reese Coffey and Minnie Quinn. The
stubby figure at the extreme right is
Nancy White, who will revive the
custom of soda-jerking.

Blacksburg, Va., Suburbs—Final
plans were completed today for the
opening of an extension school on the
winning and.Influencing of feminine
friends for V. P. I. students. The
school will open sometime next week,
accordihg to the dean and professor
of physical culture, Evelyn Terrell,
M.A.B.C.
Members of the faculty already
chosen are Miss Ruth E. Mathews,
head of the dating bureau; Miss
Vivian Weatherly, instructor in the
art of flirtation; Miss Louise Ellett,
formerly of the Detroit Day Nursery,
instructor on management of difficult
cases; and Dr. Josephine Acton, who
will do research on the best geographical locations for winning and
influencing females. Miss Rebecca
Bean, P. D. D., will assist with this
study as soon as the young professor
is released from Briggs' Sanatarium,
where she is having a lingering illness.
Live specimens for laboratory
work will be furnished by Miss Helen
Willis' Home for Jilted Women.
Several other faculty members
have been chosen, Dean Terrell reports, from the male sex. Although
their names have not' been disclosed,
it Is known that they are residing at
Peggy's (Byer) Boarding House.

Peggy Byer forgets she is a dignified senior . . . Sophisticated Sophs Eleanor Ayres and Doris Hodges in
their non-student-teachtng moments . . . Margie Odeneal looking for Doug . . . The Helens, Shular and when
she's not in a "Schoolma'am" mood and Willis when she's not pouring tea . . . Editor Phalen leaves the uneasy
chair as Business Manager Arrington opens her oral cavity . . . Blain exercises the executive authority . . . You
tell 'em, kid! ... Fannie Slate and Becky Bean look at "the yttie birdie" . . . Mac and Weenie in a less athletic
moment . . . Here comes the bride, Libby Strange, to you ... A bevy of brunette beauties, Princess Purnell and
Anne Lee Stone . . . Intellectual Mary Ellen Smith sees something funny while scribbling Sue Quinn evidently
doesn't!
Ba-arrett Spratley Nicholson will
hold a tea m honor of the Beech-Nut
Chewing Gum Queen, Miss Filda Hlnney.
Assisting Mrs. Nicholson will be
her daughter. Page, named for that
Southern man of letters, Thomas Nelson Page.

Boston, Mass.—Police today banned the sale of the latest issue of
True Experiences, a Bernarr McFadden and Geraldine Selby publication,
until the Board of Censors, headed
New York, N. Y.—The National
by Miss Florence Harrison, can pass
Broadcasting Company's first defaulton its decency.
ed program happened this afternoon
Many Bostonians have gone out of
when Miss Agnes Bargh, editor of the
state
for copies of the magazine,
"Body Beautiful," undertook a 15which
is said to contain the inside
mlnute talk on Nudist Colonies and
story
of
the affairs of Elsie Jarvis,
had to stop at the end of five for lack
noted divorcee, and also the true
of material.
reasons for the fall of Annie Vincent
Contributing editor to the magaand Elizabeth Truehart, Broadway
zine, Pat Minar, was expected to fill
glamour girls of last season.
In, but was unable to do so because
she was looking for her dignity which
Washington, D. C.—The Federal
she lost In a subway.
Corporation Commission today grant-

Sullivan's Gap, Southwest Va.—A
dangerous feuder will ride no more
and peace will once again rest on the
hills in these here parts.
This was the relief expressed by
mountain folks throughout this section today when "Butch" Shular was
finally cotched.
Reward for the capture of the desperado will probably go tOcEvangellst
Ann Frankfurter VanLandlngham,
who has been preaching privately to
"Butch" for several years.
Sheriff Evelyn Bywaters Goode,
Harrisonburg, Va.—President
acting for her husband, who was ehot
Emeritus Samuel Page Duke, in an
by "Butch" last year, said that the
exclusive Interview to reporters tocriminal is as meek as a lamb.
day, announced that he had reached
an agreement with Miller White to
Chicago, 111.—Dolores Phalen,
have Leslie Purnell and her Bass
caustic colyumnlst on public affairs,
Slappers give a Jam Session in
is facing a court trial tomorrow
Chapel Easter Monday. This is a
which will probably mean the rest of
date when most of the students will
her life in prison.
be on vacation.
She Is charged with contempt of
government and has insisted that she
Washington, D. O.—Copyrights
will not retract the statement made were signed today for a new song,
some months ago which said that "The Sweetheart of Kappa Delta Pi,"
"what his Dictatorship needs is a which will be off the press In a few
good stiff pick in the kants."
weeks. A patent was also signed for
Considering herself a martyr to the picture to appear on the front of
the freedom of the press, the Irish the sheet, to be that of Miss Carrie
newspaper woman plans to interview Mae Turner, the original sweetheart
Al Capone upon reaching Alcatraz.
of fraternities.
She is under the heavy guard of
Margaret Cockrell and Oneida PolnHarrisonburg, Va.—The patrons of
dexter, secret service agents.
Pleasant Hill School in recent elections chose Mrs. Evelyn Vaugban
Dendron, Va,—One of the biggest Shrum president of the P. T. A. Mrs.
social events in the past 100 years Mary Sale Mundy was* named secrewill take place here today when Mrs. tary-treasurer and is the only other
ti_

officer. These two are the only members of the patrons' league, excluding Miss Lena Mundy, first grade
teacher and principal.

Crewe, Va.—The city's newest
beauty parlor will open its doors to
the public tomorrow from 10 to 4.
Owner of the service utility, Ella
Hubble, has invited all the women
and most of the men of this city to
inspect her plant free, and then receive refreshments on the way out.
Guests will be received at the door by
Miss Agnes Thompson, special agent
for Helena Rubenstein. "Tan" Marsh,
operator number 1, will conduct the
tours of inspection.

day that she has obtained the world
famous harmonica player, Susan
Quinn, for a series of lyceum numDurham, N. C—A major crisis was
bers on the corner of 42nd and
perpetrated
today when the Dowager
Broadway.
Duchess Doris Hodges Chapman
Miss Quinn, who studied with the
brought her pedigreed poodle to the
help of appropriations for the WPA
university hospital for "flea" cure.
fund for musicians, will probably apTreatment was delayed when special
pear next week. Her engagement
nurses, Jo Sowers and Anna Brooks,
here will be the first in the United
became so( engrossed In eyeing a
States after a six-years' tour of
young interne that they gave it the
Europe under the auspices of the Salbean-beetle spray instead! Mrs. Chapvation Army.
man is suing for breach of the hypoThe director further stated that critical oath and refuses to make any
she has appointed Sister Marian statement other than "The whole afSampson, recently chosen the most fair Is a 'doggone' shame."
beautiful of the Salvation Army
workers because of her raven-black
Song-Song, Alcatrez Island—The
hair, official collection take-upper for rattle of machine guns and the wallthe concerts.
ing of sirens pierced the silence last
Staunton, Va.—Education for the
deaf is predicted to reach a new high
at the V.S.D.B. since Miss Mary Ellen
Smith has been secured to demonstrate lip work to the lip reading
classes.

ed Evelyn Patterson a charter for the
opening of a new business in this city.
Miss Patterson has Just discovered
a new formula for disinfectants and
has a patented method for fumigatNinety per cent of the students are
ing school rooms.
already
familiar with Durant's "Story
The corporation is not yet closed,
of
Philosophy."
and stock can be purchased from Arrington, Arrington, and Arrington,
Amelia C. H., Va.—A tribute to
New York brokers.
our own fair town, Miss Helen Hardy,
Bruce's Bluff, Conn.—One of the winner of the walking marathon
strangest cases of its kind happened from Bristol, Va., to Bristol, Tenn.,
in this community Friday when Miss will arrive home next Sunday for a
Virginia Blain, public school teacher, visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
"whipped the fire" out of a trouble- John R. D. Hardy. Miss Hardy will
some youngster.
be accompanied by her trainer and
District Attorney Tootsle Cole al- manager. Miss Jo Chance.
lowed Miss Blain to be released from
Mulligan's Mountain, W. Va.—
jail on a $10,000 bond sponsored by
a radio man, Mr. Kern. The child Stone and Slate, owners of the only
had been singing "You Are My Lucky bowling alley and dance hall In this
mountain, reported that they have
Star" off key.
leased the third floor of their fourNew York, N. Y.—Director of the story building to Miss Mary Ella
local branch of the Salvation Army, Ca'.r, for a studio and class room to
Sister Fannie Evangellne Booth Mil- teach miners in this neighborhood
len, announced with some pride to- the art values of coal dust.

night when Eleanor "the Slugger"
Ayres broke from her shatter-proof
cell and escaped. The house-mother
of Song-Song Reformatory, Miss Lottie Ayres (no relation to "Slugger")
said that she could not understand
her inmate's conduct, nor could Drs.
Van Dyke and Stevens, Health Ed.
experts of Madison College, who were
studying "the Slugger's" mental
make-up. Ayres was confined to
Song-Song as a result of a murderous baseball career. She put approximately a dozen batters under the sod
before she was apprehended.
N. Y. a, N. Y.—Members of the
400 were shocked into a state of dithers this morning when their erstwhile
hangout, "Pudgie and Shootie's
Washout," was raided at 4 a. m.
"Skippy" Upshur and her "Yeah,
Women" were going to town when
the police broke In, ending the festivities with the arrest of both
Skippy "How'd you like to love me"
Upshur and Mickey "Moon-river"
Keller. Police Chief Margie Odeneal,
who always gets her man (witness
(Continued to Page 4, Column 2)
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When They Were Very Young

Reac^'em 'n Weep
On Leaving College
One last remembering, one minute more,
One glance around my room, then break the spell
And pack away my books. No use to dwell
On winged hours passing—other girls before
Have said good-bye and softly closed the door,
Have looked down from this window, seen the swell
And fading out of sunsets, loved as well
As I the feel of misty nights, the muffled roar
Of trains through darkness.
Future days, I know,
Will hold as much of beauty. Come! Strip bare
The shelves and tables. What's an ended year
With all of life before me? Bravely go
Along the empty halls, nor turn to stare
At ghosts of days, dear days, behind me here.
—HELEN F. BLACKSHEAR

Thanks For The Memories
(A Senior to Her Roommate at Graduation)
Thanks for the memories
The nights we bulled 'till four,
Those ink spots on the floor,
That "Please Don't Wear My Clothes" sign
Tacked above your closet door—
Oh, thank you so much.

Genevieve Stone, President; Marion Sampson, Vice-President; Doris Stone,
Secretary; Martha Cannon, Treasurer; Helen McMillan, Business Manager; Evelyn
Vaughan, Sergeant-at-Arins. Officers of the Freshman Class of '84, which has grown
into our own dignified senior class of '88.

Alumnae News

Thanks for the memories
The room you never swept,
The classes where we slept,
The nights that you got homesick
And sat around and wept—
How lovely it was!

(Continued from Page Three)
the case of Doug) gave out information that the performance was the
hottest ever witnessed on Broadway.,
Upshur and Keller got their start in
the music department of Madison
College.

Now many's the rule that we've broken
And many's the flunk-slip we've gotten
I fear that our records are rotten
But we had fun and no harm done—so

Lexington, Virginia.—Unanimously
voted the most-popular fraternity
house-party chaperone ever to hit
\V. and L. campus, Dot Lee "BeadieWeadie" Winstead was awarded an
apartment in town in recognition of
her merit. Miss Winstead was accorded this honor after remaining absent from the A. T. 0. House-party
an entire year, except for one occasion when she returned to give an
unequalled demonstration of the Little Apple. Her special secret service
agent, Warren White, is a former
member of A. T. 0. and knows all the
ropes.
Arlington, Va.—One of the largest
suits recorded in this section of the
country was instigated today against
Virginia May Becker, proprietor of
the "Curl-Up and Dye Beauty
Shoppe" by Virginia Warren, wellknown Southern play-girl of Norfolk
and Richmond. While Miss Becker
was giving her client a please-don'train wave she took time out to engage in a hand of bridge with three
other customers. Miss Becker was so
engrossed in the fifth suit that she
let Miss Warren's famed page-boy
locks burn to a boyish-bob. Maxine
Jolly, the silver-tongued orator of

Thanks for the memories
I hope you get a break
And for good old times' sake
I'll let you keep the stockings
You had nerve enough to take,
And bid you farewell!

Tofth
The Seniors From
A Freshman
Time and tide on no one wait,
And so you all must go;
We hate to part from you, old grads,
For we have loved you so.
Four years ago you came to school
Like us, to get some knowledge;
But now you leave, it's sad to say,
Ne'ermore to come to college.
Your days of toil are at an end,
And ours are but beginning;
We'll have to stay and study hard
While you are out breadwinning.
So don't you cry, and don't you weep,
My noble Senior lass;
Just thank your lucky stars that you
Aren't in the Freshman Class!
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NO SIMILARITY INTENDED
The "Alumna? News" feature of The Breeze this
week is separate and distinct from the Senior Class
prophecy which is being written by Susan Quinn and
will be given in Class Day exercises June 4.
The ideas on this page, written for the most part
by Mike Lyne and Dolores Phalen, are merely an
effort of The Breeze to give the graduating classes a •
happy send-off. Of course, it was impossible to include every member of the classes. The ones we
did mention are mainly those who have helped fill our
pages with their names and deeds in past issues, or
those whose personalities were easily adapted to our
uses.
—THE EDITOR.

o

TO GO OR NOT TO GO

^

Seeking* to do away with the crowded conditions*
which existed last year during commencement, the
senior class presented a petition to Dr. Duke today
asking that the freshman class be allowed to leave
as soon as their examinations are over.
Since there are so many visitors on campus for
the graduation exercises, the seniors feel that their
guests will find better accommodations if the 300
underclassmen are allowed to go home earlier.
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HEFNERS
GRADUATION TIME IS GIFT TIME

Our Stock is Complete in the Gift Line
LOVELY, LOW-PRICED GRADUATION GIFTS
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Here's To You

Free Bandana

Here's a toast to you, Seniors. May your diplomas
serve as passports to berths on the Ship of Success
and may you find your voyage on the Sea of Life
smooth sailing with favorable winds to carry you
safely into the Harbor of Happiness.
You have been launched from the port of Madison
with all the good cheers and fond -farewells of true
seamen and may you prove worthy of the colors you
bear.
^lilllllHIIHIIIIHllllllllllHIIIHIIHHIIHIHHIIIHIHIIIHIHIIIIIII^

oral interp fame, is handling the case
for the defendant.
Chicago, III.—Members of the underworld moan the loss of Dr. Ruth
"Patch 'em-up" Schafer, gun-wound
and amputation specialist who got
her man late today. Dr. ^chafer collected the reward offered by the government for the capture of George
"Killer" McGee, whom she has been
pursuing since her graduation from
Madison College. Dr. Schafer stated
to the press that she owed her "success to the habit of rising early, contracted through grub-racing with
Time and Miss Turner!
Crabbottoni, Va.—Mrs. D. Slaggle,
formerly Miss Bunny Brooks, of
Madison, was blessed (?) late today
with the arrival of two bouncing
baby boys. She was attended by
Anne "Antiseptic" Thweatt, graduate
of University of Virginia medical
school. Thweatt was so excited over
her first case of twins that, thinking
she was seeing double again, she
drank a bottle of Bromo-Seltzer and
expired.

Backward, oh, backward (4 years,
to be exact) and our lofty seniorsmates were only freshmen—green as
any others I s'pose. And their cadet
ranks were:
Generaled by*—Genevieve Stone,
who has since her freshman daze,
been demoted to a mere New York
City stenog, yet still a credit to her
Alma Mater!
Majors—Our own red-headed lifesaver—Marlon on the books, but
"Mac" to her pals. And we have a
hunch she'll be right in the "swim"
of things for lots of daze to come!
Captain—Doris Stone (you call her
Mln) who firmly believes that ya'
gotta be a camping girl if ya' wanna
go to Heaven when ya' die.
Lieutenant—Martha "Punk" Cannon who, we flpd, traveled to the lowlands to land a job as technician in a
Norfolk Hospital.
Sergeant—Helen McMillan, whose
vim, vigor and vitality are hard at
work Instilling "book larnin' " in kiddies.
Corporal—Last, but far from least,
there's. Evelyn Vaughan who leads
her mates again and this time—On
to Victory!
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STATE THEATRE BUILDING

WITH

Hinds Honey and Almond \
Cream Only
ONLY
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39c

SENIORS!

Peoples Service Drug Store
No. 52
Harrisonburg, Virginia
""
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MAKE YOUR LAST IMPRESSION
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ON CAMPUS A

YOU WILL WANT YOUR BEST LOOKING CLOTHES,

For That Empty Feeling!

FOR
More and More of You

GOOD ONE

J

COMMENCEMENT
LET

Students are Making Our
You Will Have the Best Looking Clothes if You Do

Fountain "The" Place to
Drop Into When You

Your Shopping

Pauline's Beauty Shop

Want to Tickle the

AT

HELP YOU TO LOOK YOUR BEST

Appetite a

JOSEPH NEYS

WHATEVER KIND OF BEAUTY TREATMENT YOU DESIRE
WE WILL DO IT FOR YOU

\

Bit.

Shampoos

WE ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF
GIFTS FOR THE GRADUATE

JULIAS' RESTAURANT
""""

'

""

""I
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Manicures

CALL FOR EARLY APPOINTMENTS
246 South Main Street
Telephone 777

Whatever We Have Will Be Sure To Please
*'"

Finger Waves
Facials
Permanent Waving

,

nm

„K
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THE BREEZE

Lecturer

Strange-Bailey
Nuptials On
June 25

President Gives
Summer School
High Lights

Gwendolyn Huffman Hostess
to College Girls at Outdoor
Supper Sunday Evening
Of current interest on campus is
the approaching marriage of Elizabeth Strange to Mr. Cecil Bailey on
June 25. '.
The ceremony will be performed at
the Ginter-Park Presbyterian Church
in Richmond; though a church wedding, it will .be simple and held in the
morning.
The bride's only attendant will be
Kathrine Warner acting aa Maid-ofHonor, while the best man will be
the brother of the groom, Dr. Lewis
Bailey.
The dress of the bride will be navy
blue sheer trimmed in dusty pink.
Her hat will be of dark blue with a
touch of dusty pink. Shoes, pocketbook and gloves of navy blue will
complete the outfit.
The couple will make their home
in Richmond.

Dr. S. C. Mitchell of the University
of Richmond, who will lecture at the
college during the summer term. Dr.
Mitchell is an expert in government
and economics.

Six Seniors Receive
Teaching Positions
Six seniors have received placements for the coming year, according to a statement made earlier in
the week by Dr. W. J. Gifford, Dean.
The list includes: Grammar Grade
teachers, Josephine Acton, Norfolk;
Home Economics positions, Annie
Vincent, and Ella Hubble, Northumberland County; Hazel Richie, Calverton; Blanche Griffin, Clarke County; and Elizabeth Ford, Fauquier
County.

Gwendolyn Huffman was hostess
at a lawn supper in her back yard
Sunday evening, where hot dogs
were roasted over the outdoor oven
to go with the other refreshments.
Those guests present were: Ade- _ mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm „«.^
line Tucker, Mildred Glass, Dorothy
I Ask The Student Who's Been There j
Nover, Madeline Jessee, Julia Ann
Loker's Shoe Repair Shop
Flohr, Marlin Pence, Judy Brothers,
Betty Thomas, Edna Mae Ruby, El- J Phone 86-R
45 E. Market St. j
eanor Mason, Charlotte Liskey, MilWORK DONE WHILE U WAIT
dred Garrison, Dr. and Mrs. Gifford,
and Dr. and Mrs. Hounchell.
i
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(Continued From Page One)
tion do not enjoy reading because of
experiences in the primary and secondary schools.
Another feature of the summer
term is a conference of music teachers and supervisors when Dr. Luther
A. Richman, State Supervisor of
Music, will lecture and conduct discussions.
Other prominent visitors to the
campus will be Dr. Sidney B. Hall,
State Superintendent of Public Instruction (see picture on page 3),
who will discuss the Virginia Public
Schools and the new curriculum; Dr.
Gerald S, Craig, scientific lecturer;
and Dr. S. C. Mitchell, expert on government and economics (see picture
on page 3). Special courses In safety
education will be conducted.
Entertainment Course Planned
For the recreation of the summer
students a well-rounded entertainment course has been planned. Le
Petit Ballet Russe and the Russian
Cathedral Quartette will present the
leading features of the course, while
motion pictures and Stratford Dramatic Club production^ will also be
offered.
Excursions to the surrounding
mountains, caverns, and historical
points are being planned, while the
students will have the recreational
facilities of the swimming pool, golf
course, tennis courts, and college
camp.

MI

FRIDDLE'S RESTAURANT!

l^^ff 1 STQUHES

TASTIEST SANDWICHES
NEWEST SUNDAE CREATIONS |
LATEST RECORDS

BREECHES
.

r

Fannie Millen, grand-daughter of
Mrs. S. "W. Seveine of Watkin's Glen,
N. Y., will announce her engagement
to Alfred W. Johnson of Providence, Millen is a member' of this year's
R. I., on June 3rd, and will receive graduating class. Mr. Johnson Is in
her ring just before the final dance. the newspaper business.
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FOR GRADUATION

WHY NOT DRESS UP IN A PAIR OF SHOES
FROM

WILLIAMS and WELKINS

Subscription
to

NEWEST SUMMER STYLES

Your Favorite Magazine
Just Name It—We Have It

Comfortable Fit

GIFTS
NOVELTIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES

AND
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Fannie Millen To Wed
A. W. Johnson

REASONABLE IN PRICE

Once You Have Tried Our Shoes You Will Never Go

WE DELIVER

JODHPURS

MARTHA WASHINGTON
CANDIES

Dr. Sidney a Hall, State Superintendent Of Public lust rm (ion, who
will be a visitor to the campus during the Summer Quarter. Dr. Hall
will speak on the Virginia Public
Schools and the Revised Virginia Curriculum.

Tommy Tucker will be installed
as president of Page Literary Society at installation services tonight.
Other newly elected officers to be installed are: vice-president, Mildred
Glass; secretary, Gwendolyn Trueheart; sergeant-at-arms, Mlmi Robertson; critic, Mary J. Wright; chairman of program committee, Betty
Thomas. Miss Myrtle L. Wilson has
been chosen co-sponsor with Miss
Margaret Hoffman. Lorraine Fisher
retains her position as treasurer.
The following newly-elected officers of Lee Literary Society will be
installed tonight: Betty Lou McMahan, president; Agnes Craig, vicepresident; Mutt Killinger, secretary;
Brooks Overton, critic; Mildred
Goode, treasurer; Doris Fentrees,
sergeant-at-arms;
Barbara Ford,
chairman of program committee.

May We Suggest

THE RYAN NEWS
62 South Main St.

52 East Market Street

Ladies' Riding Togs

Agents For
WHITMAN'S

Tucker Heads
Page Society;
McMahan,Lee
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'Vn The Square"
Famous For Its

Superintendent

SHIRTS
BELTS TIES
I

Any Place Else
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CROPS

itfM

COATS

LET

US

BOOTS
Mon. Thru. Thur., May 30-June 2
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JANE WITHERS
BORRAH MINNEVITCH

THE

HARMONICA RASCALS
IN

Store Your

€^%\ . /*1%

FURS

«£>'

jis

SARATOGA

"RASCALS"
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SODA

SHOP

GO TO THE SOUTH GATE
Take 600 Steps Out So. Main Street

5* » . *

TO

CANDIES

WAMPLER'S THREE RING
GROCERY STORE
| All Candy Bars
3 for 10c
| All Chewing Gum..
3 for 10c
| All Popular Brands Cigarettes
Package
12c
| Big Sour Pickles
each 5c

i

:
|

ICE

I
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SODA

.
i
n' everything you need for a good j
ole jam session of eatin'.

CREAM
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SPECIAL TO
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE

Economy Pictures
Mail Us Any 6 or 8 Exposure Film
'and 25 cents and we will Develop
'the Film and Make the Pictures and
Return to you Postage Prepaiil.
ONE SPECIAL 5X7 ENLARGEMENT
FRAMED FOR

39 cents
ECONOMY
PICTURE MAKERS
P O. Box

Staunion, Virginia'

The minute you put aside
your furs in favor of Spring
clothes let us put them safely
into storage. A bonded messenger will call for and carry
them to safety. The charge is
reasonable.

BLATTS
FUR SERVICE
PHONE 55

THE whole college is talking about them
—the low fares, we mean! And no
wonder, with the back-home movement
almost ready to beginl You can travel the
Greyhound way—in Super-Coach comfort
at only 1/3 the cost of driving, at far less
than by other public transportation. See
your Greyhound agent today—or tomorrow
anyway—about schedules and savings for
your trip homel

tuny*! f~ T ff
F«r*»
Washington, D. C...$2.55
New York, N. Y. .. 5.15
Winchester, Va
1.10
Richmond, Va
2.90
Norfolk, Va
470
Roanoke, Va
2.35
Danville, Va
3.25
Clifton Forge, Va... 1.50
Farmville, Va
3.20
Winston Salem, N.C. 3.80

GREYHOUND TERMINAL
177 North Main St.

Phone 323

Harrisonburg, Va.
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Calendar

Track Meet lystponed
Until Tomorrow

.May 28- -I. R. C. Picnic—Massanutten Caverns, 4-7 p. m.
Organ Recital—auditori• )
um 8 p. m.
May 29- -Y. W. C. A. auditorium,
2 p. m.
May 30- -Exams begin.
6:30-^Y. W. C. A. Vespers.
-High
School CommenceJune 2ment, Auditorium, 8 p.
m.

Rain Causes Delay; Event
Organized by Advanced
Sports Class Members

- CAMPUSi]

With the date set for tomorrow
man
afternoon at 1:30, the Freshman
track meet wfil be carried out as
originally planned, since rain prevented its being held yesterday ae
previously announced.
The meet, which is entirely voluntary, will be directed by members of
the advanced sports classes, in order
that they may have the opportunity
to practice athletic supervision. The
50-yard dash, 50-yard low hurdles,
\ running high jump, running broad
jump, discus, javelin, basketball, and
baseball throws will require individual competition, while the relay will
be a race between quartettes from
the various physical education sections. Each section has elected a
captain who takes charge of the entries from ner group, arranges for
substitutes, and selects a relay team.
The points for these events are being rated by a new zoning system,
which is being introduced for the
first time here. The averages of all
the classes are calculated, and with
the highest and lowest attainments of
individuals recorded also as a basis,
the zone system is computed. The
first zone counts ten points; the second, seven points; the third, three;
and the fourth, one. By using this
method every individual taking part
in the meet will receive some credit.
No awards will be given to the high
scorers. The persons who surpass the
first zone rating will have their records measured or timed depending on
whether the event is a running, jumping, or throwing one, so that the best
ratings for the college may be kept.
By recommendations of physical
education authorities, college women
should not be allowed to participate
in more than three events. This plan
is being followed tomorrow, and no
entree can take part in more than
three eventB, only two of which can
involve running or jumping, besides
the relay.

^H

CAMPUS RHETORIC
Pause—The feet of animals.
Unaware—Clothing worn next to
the skin.
Barrier—To lend. I'd like to barrier for this dance.
Santa Claus—There ain't any.
!ue—Place where wild animals are
iept on display.
Pasture—a preacher.
Hearse—Possessive form of the
feminine pronoun "she."
Hinder—inside of—lik i "It's hinder bag."
Margin—Type of pedal advancement, as, "we're margin through
Georgia."
Enamel—Any vertebrate creature
living on land.
*
Salary—A vegetable.
Lunge—A noontime meal.
Counter attraction—A pretty sales
girl.
Fruit Cocktail—A
strawberry
blonde with a peach complexion,
cherry lips and a pretty pear of legs,
is often the apple of some man's eye,
but later proves to be his lemon.

May Issue Contains Article
by Frederikson on War,
Hounchell on Schools
Contained within the May lss|ie of
the Virginia Teacher, which came off
the press recently, are several vital
and interesting articles concerning
not only problems of teaching but
those of international interest as
well.
In an analysis of the world situation, Dr. Otto Frederikson in a speech
entitled War or Peace, stated, "The
vital territorial ambitions of the
three great Fascist powers combined
with their extreme militarism and
ruthless nationalistic philosophies
constitute major threats to peace.
Through conquest they also endanger
free institutions.
Another contributor was Dr. Paul
Hounchell with What Do People
Think About Their Schools. The article in combination with a previous
one written by Dr. Hounchell and
printed in the April issue of The Virginia Teacher, formed a treatment of
the topic for which Dr. Hounchell received an award of $50 in a competition conducted recently by the Psi
Chapter of the Phi Delta Kappa at
Peabody School for Teachers at Nashville, Tennessee.

A sophisticated girl is one who
knows how to refuse a kiss without
being deprived of it.
Dr. Williams: "Do you know what
a nitrate is Miss White?"
Frances White: "Yes, it's cheaper than a day rate."
LOST—Black Conklln fountain pen,
If found, please return to Gwendolyn Trueheart, Spotswood 6.
win I in in
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Harrisonburg, 4 each; most appealing school in county, 3; relatives associated with college, good impression of college on visit here, primary
course, all girls' school, 2 each; opportunity to live with relatives, 1.
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PRINCESS PAT
I Liquid Liptone—Truly Non-Smearing s
S

5

Lip Color
| Nothing on your Lips but Color that §
| Stays and Stays until you Purposely =
i
\
Remove it

this plan has been changed. The
Freshman and Sophomore line-ups

4 Shades
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$1.00

EXCLUSIVE AT

will remain the same for the rest of
the inter-mural games.

i Williamson Drug Company I
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COMMENCEMENT FRIENDS
TO

WHERE YOU WILL FIND

WHIRL AROUND

THE FOOD TO SUIT YOUR TASTE

COMMENCEMENT

AND

Be Sure You Look Your Best

f

(Continued From Page One)
that alunme of the college are its
best advertisers, 39 girls said that
they cams here because graduates of
the college had persuaded them. The
Shenandoah Valley had its appeal to
53 who came here because of the
location of the college. Nineteen were
influenced by representatives of the
college while still in high school.
Forty-nine said that they came because their high school principals like
the college, while only two were influenced by speeches made by the
president or professors of the college.
Among the reasons added by students, finances took one of the topplaces, 17 saying that they came because of low cost or scholarship help.
Other reasons listed were: high rating of school, 9; opportunity to
study music, 19; pre-nurslng course,
8; opportunity to take physical education or two year course, home in

GEORGE'S RESTAURANT DELICATESSEN

THE FOOD TO SUIT YOUR PURSE

I

FOR

r

I
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The class games will continue
with the Freshmen meeting the Juniors and the Seniors playing the Sophomores. A previous announcement
stated that the Juniors and Seniors
would be merged into one team, but

Why Come To Madison
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Harrisonburg, Virginia
ii

Playing a close, exciting game of
five innings, the Freshman nine, captained by Padgett, defeated last
year's champions, captained by E.
Ayres, by a score of 5-3 Monday afternoon. The first inning ended in a
tie with the Frosh making only one
successful run out of three hits
against Ayres' pitching. Padgett,
Frosh pitcher, held the Sophs down
to two hits and one run.
Each nine added two runs in the
second inning, leaving the score 3-3.
The Frosh showed good team work
and quick action in the next three innings as they prevented their opponents from gaining any runs, while
they added two to their credit. Linkous made the one home run of the
game, with Lankford and Darner rating the remaining runs for the Sophs.
Montgomery, Heimlick, and Padgett
scored one run each, and Wright two,
for the Frosh.
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MUTUAL TELEPHONE CO.

mi

"VShine in
Ayres and Padgett
Pitcher's Box; Linkous and
Wright in Battery

WHEN THINGS BEGlft TO
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HARBISONBURG

VirginiaTeacher
Of Special Value

FreshmenDown
Sophs By Close
Score 5-3
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THE LAST ROUNDUP OF COLLEGE LIFE
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GRADUATION GIFTS
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COME TO

W. TALIAFERRO SONS |

JOHN

EXPERT WATCH
AND

Valleys Vogue Beauty" Shop

JEWELRY REPAIRING
ENGRAVING

FOR YOUR

AND

DIAMOND SETTING

i

50 South Main Street
Harrisonburg
:: Virginia
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FINGER WAVE

MANICURE

SHAMPOO

FACIAL
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ATTENTION SENIORS!
PRESENT YOURSELF

I
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I VIRGINIA
ONE WEEK STARTING
: Sunday, May 29—Midnite Show I

A

FLOWERS

NEW BEAUTY TREATMENT

FOR

GRADUATION

FOR

The Perfect Gift
THAT LAST DANCE
OF YOUR

COLLEGE CAREER!
A New Hair "Do" Will Do Wonders to Give You
a Feeling of Confidence and Poise

CORSAGES
In Technicolor

BOUQUETS

ERROL FLYNN

POTTED PLANTS

IN

"The ADVENTURES of
ROBIN HOOD"

FASHIONETTE BEAUTY SHOP
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PLECKER'S FLOWER SHOP

with Olivia de Havilland
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